The dramatic colours of biological communication signals raise questions about how animals perceive suprathreshold colour differences, and there are long-standing questions about colour preferences and colour categorization by non-human species. This study investigates preferences of foraging poultry chicks (Gallus gallus) as they peck at coloured objects. Work on colour recognition often deals with responses to monochromatic lights and how animals divide the spectrum. We used complementary colours, where the intermediate is grey, and related the chicks' choices to three models of the factors that may affect the attractiveness. Two models assume that attractiveness is determined by a metric based on the colour discrimination threshold either (i) by chromatic contrast against the background or (ii) relative to an internal standard. An alternative third model is that categorization is important. We tested newly hatched and 9-day-old chicks with four pairs of (avian) complementary colours, which were orange, blue, red and green for humans. Chromatic contrast was more relevant to newly hatched chicks than to 9-day-old birds, but in neither case could contrast alone account for preferences; especially for orange over blue. For older chicks, there is evidence for categorization of complementary colours, with a boundary at grey.
INTRODUCTION
In colour vision, we have a relatively good understanding of when two spectra can be discriminated and how thresholds differ according to viewing conditions and between species. Discrimination thresholds are straightforward to measure experimentally and can be related to low-level visual mechanisms, such as photoreceptors and chromatic opponent neurons (Goldsmith & Butler 2003 Kelber et al. 2003) . Where colour stimuli exceed the discrimination threshold, it is more difficult to account for their appearance to non-human species. Higher-level mechanisms may be involved and experiments are harder to interpret. These concerns are relevant to interpretation of the dramatic colours and patterns of visual displays used by animals and plants (Bennett et al. 1994) . For example, there are questions about why certain colours are more prevalent than others in aposematic signals, or among fruit and flowers (Grant 1966; Willson & Whelan 1990; Giurfa et al. 1995; Rowe & Guilford 1996) , and what makes a signal attractive or memorable (Roper 1990; Rowe & Guilford 1996; Lindstrom et al. 2001) .
A familiar problem raised in comparing humans with other species is that of categorical perception. When humans identify red with 'danger' or green with 'go', we refer to a colour category. Colour names are commonly used in the literature on biological communication and visual behaviour, which can carry the implication that animals recognize similar categories. Categorization is fundamental to the way humans classify colour and other perceptual continuums (Harnad 1987; Boynton & Olsen 1990) . It is unclear whether animals do the same (Harnad 1987; Nelson & Marler 1989) . Wright & Cumming (1971) made an interesting study of colour naming (i.e. categorization) of monochromatic lights by pigeons (Columba livia). In a match-to-sample procedure, the birds initially learnt to respond to a light that matched an example wavelength (512, 572 or 655 nm). In the tests, the sample wavelength was novel and birds had to choose between the two nearest training lights. This procedure identified two wavelengths 540 and 600 nm that were equally likely to be matched to 512/572 or 572/655 nm standards. To move from a measure of similarity to evidence of categorization, the standard lights were blue-shifted by approximately 20 nm (to 473, 555 and 633 nm). Crucially, there was no corresponding shift in the 'ambiguous' wavelengths suggesting that they lie at categorical boundaries. Figure 2 indicates the locations of Wright and Cumming's lights in a chicken cone space (similar in pigeon).
Notwithstanding evidence such as that from pigeon (Wright & Cumming 1971) several authors have argued that colour categorization requires language (Davidoff 2001) , or that cognitive capacities associated with the neocortex, mean that there are likely to be fundamental differences in colour perception between ourselves and groups such as bird and insects (Yoshioka et al. 1996; Stoerig 1998; Freedman et al. 2001) . Consistent with this view, many studies suggest that for groups such as bees and birds the efficacy of colour signals correlates with the magnitude measured in terms of contrast or saturation (Andersson 1994; Lunau et al. 1996; Gamberale-Stille 2001; Lindström et al. 2001) . By comparison, it may be that certain colours are preferred because they are perceptually 'pure' (or ideals of their categorical class), as Poralla & Neumeyer (2006) suggest for goldfish (Carassius auratus).
How then should one describe suprathreshold stimuli in a way that is relevant to animal colour vision (Bennett et al. 1994; Endler & Mielke 2005) ? A straightforward measure of stimulus strength is by a metric based on the discrimination threshold (figure 1; Kelber et al. 2003; Dyer & Chittka 2004 ). This measure is reflected in Fechner's law, which asserts that the strength of a sensation, S, caused by a stimulus of intensity, I, against a background intensity, I 0 , is given by SZk log(I/I 0 ), where k is a constant, that is dependent upon the discrimination thresholds or just noticeable difference ( JND). For colour vision, the definition of I is not obvious. This is because chromaticity (i.e. hue and saturation) and achromatic brightness make separate contributions to the discrimination thresholds that depend upon the size of the stimulus and the light level ( Wyszecki & Stiles 1982; Kelber et al. 2003) . Schrö dinger (1920) applied a version of Fechner's law to a model of colour space (see also Wyszecki & Stiles 1982) to predict large differences in chromaticity from the JND (figure 1). We refer to this measure as discriminability. The key implication of Schrö dinger's models and its successors ( Wyszecki & Stiles 1982) is that two signals with equal magnitudes in terms of JNDs will have equal strength. The model applies quite well to human judgements of colour difference ( Wyszecki & Stiles 1982, ch. 7) , but self-evidently cannot account for categorization (Boynton & Olson 1990) .
While Wright & Cumming (1971) studied pigeon categorization of monochromatic lights, this study tests poultry chicks' perception of large colour differences by comparing their spontaneous responses to pairs of complementary colours (figure 2; Hess & Gogel 1954; Osorio et al. 1999b figure 2 ; Osorio et al. 1999c) , it is possible to separate the effects of chromatic contrast from those of other aspects of colour. Behavioural preferences can then be related to three models of the processes that may underlie perception of large colour signals. Two of these models assume that signal strength is determined by a metric based on the JND (figure 1). The relevant measure may either be the chromatic contrast against the Wyszecki & Stiles (1982) . (a) For stimulus S located at x, y in a Cartesian perceptual space (e.g. a chromaticity diagram), we can define a region within which other stimuli are not discriminable; the distance from x, y to the edge of this ellipse is 1JND. Schrö dinger (1920) proposed that the perceived magnitude of suprathreshold difference is proportional to the (minimum) number of JNDs separating two colours. (b) In general, discrimination thresholds at each location in a perceptual space need to be determined empirically ( Wyszecki &Stiles 1982) . However, if colour thresholds are set by noise in photoreceptors, then four loci plotted in a space, whose axes are determined by receptor excitations, produce threshold ellipses (a) that are approximately uniform across the space ( Vorobyev & Osorio 1998; Kelber et al. 2003) . It follows that a given vector corresponds to a fixed number of JNDs, so we can predict that complementary colours S and S 0 have equal colour differences from the achromatic point A. The present study shows that this prediction does not hold for chicks, and hence the response strength to a given colour is affected by some factor other than discriminability. background or the difference from an (innate or learnt) internal standard. An alternative possibility is that a JNDbased metric does not hold; for example, if there were relatively sharp distinctions between ranges of colour that share approximately equivalent value, as would be expected for colour categorization.
MATERIAL AND METHODS (a) Subjects
We used male poultry chicks (Gallus gallus; ISA Brown) from a commercial hatchery. Chicks were housed in pairs in 240! 270 mm cages. The room was held at 218C with a 12 : 12 L : D cycle for the main room illumination. Bedding was changed daily and all equipment thoroughly washed at 608C between batches of chicks. Experiments were conducted and chicks maintained as specified by UK Animal Welfare Legislation and Guidelines.
For experiment 1, chicks were kept in the dark for up to 40 h after hatching (chicks survive on yolk for 2 days). These birds were tested directly on emergence into the light and hence were visually naive. Keeping chicks in this way is normal in commercial husbandry; there is no evidence that they are impaired either on emergence or subsequently.
In experiments 2-4, chicks were 9 days old. The birds were maintained in standard conditions where water and chick starter crumbs were continuously available. There was however 2 h of food deprivation before an experiment started. Chicks were housed, trained and tested in pairs as they become distressed when isolated. We did not separate the responses of the chicks in a pair.
(b) Stimuli Colours were defined by estimated excitations of chicken short (S, blue), medium (M, green) and long (L, red) wavelength-sensitive single cone photoreceptors (table 2; Osorio et al. 1999c ), normalized to a 100% reflective surface. Excitations of S, M and L cones give three parameters q s , q m and q l . Chromaticity is represented by the projection of a colour locus in a three-dimensional receptor space onto a plane given by ( fig. 2a ; Osorio et al. 1999c )
UV cones were excluded by filtering the experimental illumination with a Schott BG475 filter (Osorio et al. 1999c) . Exclusion of UV has no effect on our conclusions, but its presence could affect the relative attractiveness to birds of colours that are alike to the human eye.
If chromaticities are specified by polar coordinates in the x, y space, the angle about the achromatic point corresponds approximately to hue, and the radius to saturation. We use the terms in a geometrical sense, without implying that chicks recognize hue and saturation qualities of colour. A pair of colours with x, y loci equal and opposite distances from the achromatic point are complementary; that is, an additive 50 : 50 mixture is achromatic. According to the model of colour differences outlined in figure 1, complementary colours are equally discriminable from the grey.
Each experiment used two sets of hue, which are named orange/blue and red/green, according to their appearance to humans (figure 2 and table 2). For each hue, there were two levels of saturation, designated 'unsaturated' and 'saturated'. Saturated and unsaturated colours formed complementary pairs. The saturated colours were approximately double the unsaturated distance from the achromatic point. This allowed us to distinguish the effect of saturation (difference from grey) from that of hue. Comparisons were made separately for the orange/blue and red/green hue pairs, so that any one test included four colours, plus the achromatic colour. Mikló si et al. (2002, figure 1 ) illustrate reflectance spectra of colours that were near to the saturated orange and blue used here.
To minimize achromatic artefacts, we start from the assumption that double cones give an avian luminance signal (Livingstone & Hubel 1988; Osorio et al. 1999b; Jones & Osorio 2004; Goldsmith & Butler 2005) . The mean excitation of the chicken double cones by complementary pairs of experimental colours was approximately equal (table 2). Remaining achromatic effects were masked by achromatic noise of uniform intensity distribution and contrast range of 0.3 (Osorio et al. 1999c) .
(c) Experiment 1 Pairs of day-old chicks were taken from dark holding boxes and placed on a floor of laminated paper that was printed with randomly placed 10 mm diameter coloured circles over a grey background (for a description and illustration of the background see Osorio et al. (1999a) ). Circles of 10 mm were used because there is evidence that the responses of chicks to targets greater than 5 mm are based on chromaticity, while responses to targets less than 2 mm in diameter are based on luminance (Osorio et al. 1999b) . We tested responses to orange/blue (nZ33 pairs) or red/green (nZ33 pairs). Each treatment included each of two hues at two levels of saturation. The first colour selected (i.e. pecked) by one of the two chicks was recorded and the test was then terminated.
(d) Experiments 2 -4
Here, the stimuli were coloured paper cones (25 mm length and 7.5 mm diameter). The printed (Epson StylusPro) patterns consisted of 2 mm!6 mm rectangular tiles (Osorio et al. 1999c) . Stimuli were either all grey (i.e. achromatic) or had 30% coloured tiles, which were placed at random locations on a grey background. Both grey and coloured tiles had fixed chromaticities (figure 2), but to minimize effects of achromatic contrast their intensities varied with a contrast range of 0.3 (see above).
The experiment was run on day 9 post-hatching. Training and testing took place in a 0.4 m!0.3 m arena, which was illuminated with a filtered (Schott BG475) 250 W quartzhalogen lamp. Initially, chicks were acclimatized to the stimuli by training with six grey stimuli that contained chick starter crumbs.There were two 6-min training sessions, separated by 30 min.
An unrewarded test took place 1 h after the second training session. During this interval, the chicks had water but not food. In experiments 2 and 4, the background tiles were achromatic. In experiment 3, the background was unsaturated orange for the orange/blue tests and unsaturated red for the red/green tests, so that blue and green stimuli contrasted more with the background than orange and red. Experiment 2 used 10 pairs of chicks (nZ10) for each treatment, while for experiments 3 and 4, there were six pairs (nZ6).
In all tests, pairs of chicks were placed in the training arena with 10 empty stimuli. These consisted of two each of the following: (i) all-grey containers and (ii) both saturated (S) and unsaturated (U) forms of two colours, either orange and blue or red and green. The first 10 selections (i.e. pecks) of Chick colour vision A. D. Ham & D. Osorio 1943 each pair of chicks were used to score colour preferences. Repeat pecking at a stimulus without an intervening search, or the obvious copying of the choice of a partner was not counted (Osorio et al. 1999c) . All analyses combined the responses of the two chicks.
In experiment 1, differences between preferences for colours were analysed using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. In experiments 2-4, sign tests were used to analyse the number of selections for each colour. A Mann-Whitney U-test was used to compare effects of treatment (i.e. test colours) on responses to achromatic stimuli. All tests were two-tailed.
RESULTS
The eight experimental colours (figure 2 and table 2) were defined by their locations in polar coordinates in the x, y space, with the origin at the grey background tiles (and hence achromatic by definition). The four hue angles are identified as orange, blue, red and green according to their appearance to the human eye. Each of these four hues was presented in saturated (S) or unsaturated (U) forms as defined by their (relative) distance from the origin. Saturated colours were approximately twice as far as unsaturated colours from the origin. Blues and oranges, and reds and greens, respectively, lay close to lines through the origin, so that saturated orange and saturated blue were approximately complementary, as were saturated red and green. The same complementary relationships applied to the unsaturated colours. An experimental test included four colours, namely US and S versions either of orange and blue or of green and red. Table 3 summarizes experimental data.
(a) Experiment 1 Day-old chicks, which had been kept in the dark prior to the experiment, were often hesitant to peck. However, those that did peck at the dots printed on the floor showed significant preferences. We recorded only the first response for each bird, so that records are fully independent. For the orange/blue treatment, 23 selections (70%) were for saturated orange (table 3 and figure 3). Unsurprisingly then orange was preferred to blue and saturated colours preferred to unsaturated (Wilcoxon signed-rank tests; saturated orange versus unsaturated orange: ZZK3.922, p!0.001; saturated orange versus saturated blue: ZZK3.157, pZ0.002).
For the red/green group, there was no effect of hue but a significant effect of saturation. Out of 33 selections, 13 were for saturated red and 17 for saturated green. Saturated red was preferred to unsaturated red (Wilcoxon signed-rank test; ZZK3.207, pZ0.001) and saturated green was preferred to unsaturated green (Wilcoxon signed-rank test; ZZK3.441, pZ0.001).
(b) Experiment 2
This resembled experiment 1, but tested 9-day-old chicks with coloured paper containers. Stimuli printed on the containers were random tilings of (on average) 70% grey and 30% coloured tiles (Osorio et al. 1999c) . The colours were the same as in experiment 1. Now orange was selected 3.9 times more frequently than blue, and grey was still less attractive (table 3 and figure 3 ; sign tests; saturated orange/saturated blue: nZ9, kZ1, pZ0.004; unsaturated orange/unsaturated blue: nZ9, kZ1, pZ0.021; saturated orange/grey: nZ10, kZ0, pZ0.002; saturated orange/unsaturated blue: nZ10, kZ0, pZ0.002; unsaturated orange/grey: nZ9, kZ1, pZ0.004). In contrast to the younger birds, there was no difference between the two types of orange (sign test; saturated orange/unsaturated orange: nZ6, kZ2, pO0.2, n.s.) and no effect of saturation.
For red and green, there was a significant effect of hue, but was weaker than for the orange/blue treatment, and there was no effect of saturation. Reds were selected 2.6 times more frequently than greens (sign tests; saturated red/saturated green: nZ8, kZ1, pZ0.039; saturated red/ unsaturated green: nZ9, kZ1, pZ0.021; saturated red/ grey: nZ9, kZ1, pZ0.004). Unsaturated red stimuli were not significantly preferred to any of the other colours.
(c) Experiment 3 This resembled experiment 2, except that the background colour of the food containers and the arena floor was not achromatic, but the unsaturated version of the preferred hue; that is, either unsaturated orange or unsaturated red. Here again there was no effect of saturation (or chromatic contrast; table 3). In the orange/blue treatment, saturated orange was strongly unsat. grey sat.
sat. unsat.
unsat. grey Figure 3 . Relative preferences of chicks to colours on the (a) orange to blue and (b) red to green axes for newly hatched (solid line) and 9-day-old (dotted line) birds. Newly hatched chicks (experiment 1) are substantially more sensitive to chromatic contrast (or saturation) than the older subjects (experiment 2). Data plotted are for the total number of pecks in experiment 1 and the mean number of pecks per pair of chicks for experiment 2. The responses to grey were not measurable in experiment 1. Further details and statistics are given in the text. preferred to other hues (sign tests; saturated orange/ saturated blue, saturated orange/unsaturated blue and saturated orange/grey: nZ6, kZ0, pZ0.031), although there was no difference between the two types of orange (sign test; saturated orange/unsaturated orange: nZ3, kZ2, pO0.5, n.s.).
In the red/green treatment, saturated red was strongly preferred to the other colours (sign tests; saturated red/unsaturated red, saturated red/saturated green, saturated red/unsaturated green and saturated red/grey: nZ6, kZ0, pZ0.031). This finding reinforces the point that chromatic contrast does not determine the attractiveness of a colour.
(d) Experiment 4
This experiment investigated the effect of elevating background contrast. Luminance contrast is a common feature of aposematic patterns and other visual displays. In experiments similar to those reported here, luminance contrast enhances the attractiveness of novel stimuli for chicks (Osorio et al. 1999a) . In experiment 4, rather than having grey tiles with intensity ranging randomly over a contrast range of 0.3, the achromatic background tiles were of two intensities with reflectances 0.2 and 0.7 (i.e. mean contrast 0.56). The test colours remained the same as in other tests (figure 2).
As with experiment 2, orange was again preferred to blue (table 3; sign tests; saturated orange/saturated blue, saturated orange/unsaturated blue and saturated orange/ grey: nZ6, kZ0, pZ0.031), but there was not a significant difference between the two types of orange (sign test; saturated orange/unsaturated orange: nZ3, kZ2, pO0.5, n.s.). For red/green, saturated red was preferred to unsaturated green and grey (sign tests; saturated red/unsaturated green and saturated red/grey: nZ6, kZ0, pZ0.031), but there were no significant differences between any other pairs of colours.
In experiments 2-4, the overall mean number of selections of grey was not significantly affected by experimental treatment (Mann-Whitney U-test; UZ193.00, n 1 Zn 2 Z22, pO0.1, n.s.).
DISCUSSION
This study uses a simple behavioural test and stimuli that are well defined in terms of avian receptor signals to investigate bird's responses to colour. Stimuli were selected to minimize the effects of achromatic contrast. A simple model (figure 1) predicts that signal strength should be based on discriminability of the colour from its background. This requires no specific knowledge of colour. It is perhaps not surprising that discriminability should be more relevant to newly hatched than to older chicks ( figure 3) . Nonetheless, this model cannot account for the newly hatched chicks' preference for orange over blue (table 2 and figure 3). The preference for orange persists in 9-day-old chicks, which also prefer red to green. The preference for orange is robust to the effects of changing the background ( experiment 3) and the luminance contrast within the pattern (experiment 4). Preferences for orange and red are perhaps expected from other work on birds (table 1), but they are not a major concern here. Preferences vary genetically (Kovach & Wilson 1988) , and for older birds they are influenced by general experience (Miklósi et al. 2002) .
A possible reason why discriminability from the background does not entirely account for the chicks' colour preferences is that they have an innate (or learnt) standard that biases their decisions. This seems likely and could be influenced by the colour of their food or the environment (Miklósi et al. 2002) . What is less clear is whether the preference is based on a simple JND-based metric of the difference between the standard and the observed colour, or if colour categorization is also involved. At least the Hess (1956) Pekin ducklings 1 preference for green and yellowishgreen bobwhite quail chicks 1 pecking at coloured dots preference for green and blue-green; aversion to red and orange Kear (1964) domestic chicks 1 approach behaviour preference for red or yellow over blue Taylor et al. (1969) Rhode Island Red chicks 3 approach behaviour aversion to green; white, blue, yellow and red equally preferred Kovach (1970) white leghorn chicks 1 approach behaviour preference for red over green or yellow Salzen et al. (1971) white leghorn chicks 1 pecking preferences bimodal preference for orange-red and blue-violet Fischer et al. (1975) male zebra finches n.a. predation on two morphs of a bug aversion to red; grey morph preferred Sillén-Tullberg (1985) domestic chicks 1-2 predation on painted mealworms aversion to black-and-yellow stripes, black and red; relative preference for other stripes and olive green prey Roper & Cook (1989) domestic chicks 4-5 predation on painted mealworms aversion to red relative to brown Roper (1990) bobwhite quail chicks 1 innate preferences for food descending preferences: blueO greenOyellowOred Mastrota & Mench (1995) Chick colour vision A. D. Ham & D. Osorio 1945 differences between blue and orange (figures 2 and 3; table 2) in this study give some evidence for categorization. Categorization implies that a set of discriminable stimuli have a common value (or meaning) that differs from the value of another set of stimuli. The demarcation between categories on the perceptual continuum (e.g. in colour space; figures 1 and 2) can be sharp (Harnad 1987; Boynton & Olsen 1990; Davidoff 2001) . Our data are not conclusive, but there is evidence that older chicks are less sensitive to chromatic contrast than the day-old birds, and the effect of saturation was not significant in this study (experiment 2; table 2 and figure 3a). Experiment 3, where backgrounds were either orange or red, strongly indicates that chromatic contrast is not the main factor determining stimulus strength. Likewise, experiment 4, which used highcontrast backgrounds but otherwise resembled experiment 2, shows a strong colour preference but little effect of saturation ( figure 3 and table 3 ). Overall, there is a clear suggestion that the achromatic point (grey) is a categorical boundary on the line in colour space (figure 2) between the complementary pairs of test colours.
Evidence for chicks treating the achromatic point as a categorical boundary was also found in an earlier work on colour generalization ( Jones et al. 2001) . For this latter study, the chicks learnt to associate food with two different colours and were then tested on their preferences for the intermediate colour (defined in the receptor space; figure 2). If this test colour was chromatic (orange, turquoise or purple), then the chicks responded to it strongly. There was no such preference for grey intermediate lying between complementary yellow and blue. It was argued ( Jones et al. 2001 ) that upon training chicks learn to group (or categorize) pairs of colours such as red and yellow or blue and green, as belonging to a common kind, in which case the intermediate is placed in the same category. That they will not group the complementary pair in this way implied a perceptual constraint on forming a link across the achromatic point.
Overall, the evidence from this study, from our earlier work on colour learning ( Jones et al. 2001) and from pigeons ( Wright & Cumming 1971 ) makes good case that chicks can impose sharp (categorical) boundaries on the colour continuum, but the evidence is not compelling. However, problems in establishing evidence for colour categorization in non-human species such as bees, fishes and monkeys (Giurfa et al. 1995; Fagot et al. 2006; Poralla & Neumeyer 2006) are perhaps not surprising, given the difficulties in understanding the mechanistic basis for and ontogeny of human unique hues and colour names (Boynton & Olsen 1990 Table 3 . Summary of the data from chick colour preference experiments. For experiment 1, one selection was made by each pair of chicks, and we give the total number of selections for each colour. For experiments 2-4, the mean number of selections for each colour from the first 10 pecks is given. n is the number of pairs of chicks in each experiment. Colours are specified in table 2 and figure 2. sat., saturated; unsat., unsaturated. Table 2 . Estimated receptor responses to the eight stimulus colours used for chicken short (S), medium (M) and long (L) wavelength-sensitive single cones and (D) double cones, relative to a barium sulphate reflectance standard under the same illumination (see also Osorio et al. 1999c) . The response to the achromatic background was close to 0.3 for the four cone types. Values given are for the highest intensity colour, but intensities were varied at random over a uniform distribution with a contrast range of 0.3 (Osorio et al. 1999c ). x and y chromaticity coordinates were calculated according to the formula given in the legend to figure 2. Aspects of colour that correspond to human 'hue' and 'saturation' are defined by polar coordinate frame centred on the origin. Saturation corresponds to the distance of the colour from the origin, and hue to the angle relative to a line running in the negative direction from the origin and parallel to the x-axis. The UV sensitive receptor was inactive because a coloured filter (Schott G475) blocked short-wavelength illumination (Osorio et al. 1999c) . Examples of reflectance spectra that are close to the orange and blue used here and were produced by the similar Epson printer inks are illustrated by Mikló si et al. (2002; figure 1a,b 5. CONCLUSION Colour is highly salient to humans, and essential to both how we recognize and evaluate objects. Colour signals probably have a similar value to other species, which has led to wide recognition of their significance in biological communication (Bennett et al. 1994; Endler & Mielke 2005) . In view of our relatively good knowledge of receptor mechanisms and how they set discrimination thresholds in non-human species ( Vorobyev & Osorio 1998; Goldsmith & Butler 2003 , there are good arguments for basing measures of colour signals on lowlevel metrics related to the discrimination threshold (Endler & Mielke 2005) . However, it has long been known that the relationship between threshold and the perceived magnitude of evaluation of suprathreshold signals is complicated (Stevens 1957) , and such measures obviously fail for categorical perception (Harnad 1987) . In our previous works ( Vorobyev & Osorio 1998; Osorio et al. 1999a,b,c; Jones & Osorio 2004) , we have drawn attention to the different behavioural uses of chromatic and achromatic visual signals in bird vision. Here, we have shown how using well-defined chromatic stimuli we can begin to investigate what aspects of colour stimulus controls the simplest of visual tasks, namely spontaneous pecking at possible food items.
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